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ABSTRACT
Automatically extracting information from social media is chal-
lenging given that social content is oen noisy, ambiguous, and
inconsistent. However, as many stories break on social channels
rst before being picked up by mainstream media, developing meth-
ods to beer handle social content is of utmost importance. In this
paper, we propose a robust and eective approach to automatically
identify microposts related to a specic topic dened by a small
sample of reference documents. Our framework extracts clusters
of semantically similar microposts that overlap with the reference
documents, by extracting combinations of key features that dene
those clusters through frequent paern mining. is allows us to
construct compact and interpretable representations of the topic,
dramatically decreasing the computational burden compared to
classical clustering and k-NN-based machine learning techniques
and producing highly-competitive results even with small training
sets (less than 1’000 training objects). Our method is ecient and
scales gracefully with large sets of incoming microposts. We ex-
perimentally validate our approach on a large corpus of over 60M
microposts, showing that it signicantly outperforms state-of-the-
art techniques.
CCS CONCEPTS
•Information systems→ Content analysis and feature selec-
tion; Document ltering; Social networks; Similarity measures;
Clustering and classication;
KEYWORDS
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aributes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social media—and in particular Twier—have reshaped the news
industry. Billions of users contribute live updates on events that are
happening in their vicinity using various social media platforms,
thus allowing not only journalists but also citizens or stakeholders
to follow breaking news in near real-time. A number of activities
such as journalism, activism, or disaster recovery can be facilitated
by means of social media [39]. However, extracting relevant in-
formation from social media in a reliable and ecient manner still
remains a challenge.
In this paper, we tackle the problem of eciently identifying
documents that are relevant to a given query. A query in our
context is represented by a small set of textual documents that are
relevant to a specic topic of interest. As a particular instance of
this problem, we focus on extracting microposts that are relevant to
a given event in the following.
Several methods have been proposed for this problem, we sum-
marize them in Section 2. One approach is to apply some semantic
matching (e.g., edit distance or lexical overlap) between the de-
scription of the event and a series of microposts. In general, such
methods identify messages that are similar to the query of interest,
but are computationally expensive and yield a poor recall, i.e., fail
to produce comprehensive results. Another approach is to lever-
age knowledge bases, thus taking into account semi-structured or
unstructured descriptions of well-known entities and events in the
matching process. In such approaches, however, domain-specic
knowledge is generally underrepresented. Finally, a number of clas-
sication and clustering approaches have been proposed recently
for this problem. ese approaches are typically computationally
expensive, require a well-dened and accurate metric of similarity
between two texts, and usually require a large corpus of labeled
data, thus limiting their potential domain of application.
We propose a novel methodology that is both ecient and re-
quires a very small labeled training set while performing on par
with methods that utilize much larger training datasets or that
are computationally very expensive. Specically, we propose a
technique based on frequent itemsets (paerns) extracted from the
query. We measure the distance between various query items to
extract the paerns. Specically, we leverage text similarity metrics
that rely on word embeddings that are pre-trained on very large
collections of microposts. Our solution is task-independent and is
evaluated on the complex task of event extraction from social media
streams. We show that our method outperforms state-of-the-art
baselines (lexicon, embedding similarity, k-nearest neighbors and
classication based on word embeddings) and that is it computa-
tionally ecient compared to instance-based (k-NN) approaches.
Broadly speaking, we show how syntactic or semantic clustering
can be eciently replaced by semantic paern extraction for event
detection.
Our contribution. We present a new method for ltering microp-
osts that match a specic query. e query is a textual description
of the topic of interest; in our running example and in our experi-
ments, this topic of interest is an event. Based on this description,
our method automatically generates a small seed set of microposts,
based on text similarity. en, we apply frequent paern (itemset)
mining on the seed set. Among the extracted paerns, we select
those that are associated with semantically homogeneous groups
of microposts. ese paerns (called topical paerns) are then
compared to an incoming stream of messages in order to select
all microposts matching the query. Our technique is presented in
detail in Section 4.
In summary:
• we describe an ecient solution requiring minimal anno-
tations to lter and identify microposts that are relevant
to a given query;
• we present an extensive evaluation with multiple baselines
and show that our approach outperforms them over a large
dataset of 3TB of Twier messages spanning two years;
• nally, we release the source code of our technique as well
as a collection of annotated event messages for dierent
classes of events.
e rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start with an
overview of related work in Section 2. We describe our process for
collecting the data from social media as well as identifying seed
microposts related to the events in Section 3. We present our topical
document extraction model and compare it to existing models in
Section 4. We experimentally evaluate the models and discuss them
in Section 5. Finally, we summarize our results and outline future
work in Section 6.
2 RELATEDWORK
Extracting online content based on a query is challenging and typi-
cally requires large amounts of annotated data to build supervised
models [3, 5, 9, 15, 32, 41]. In some cases, the query is not known a
priori and is only implicitly represented through a set of documents
that are relevant to a topic of interest [17, 18, 20]. Similarity-based
approaches tend to be inecient [8] and dicult to scale.
Another approach to tackle the topical document detection prob-
lem is to rely on content clustering and topic modeling (see Table 1).
However, these approaches work best for document extraction
relating to past events (thus, specic details about the event are
known and can be used for the extraction) and are hard to adapt to
a stream processing context (where neither particular details nor
dates are known ahead of time). A number of techniques leverage a
lexicon that can eectively and accurately represent a given topic,
yielding a high precision but a rather low recall. Olteanu et al. [27],
for instance, uses pseudo-relevance feedback to improve recall for
the lexicon-based methods, which however hampers their capacity
to detect new events [31]. [38] leverages semantic analyses and
ontologies to detect complex events with a high precision. Finally,
a range of new deep learning architectures have been recently pro-
posed to both represent the document in a semantic space as well
classify the documents by topics based on their vector space repre-
sentation [17, 18, 20]. Such methods are supervised and require a
large corpus of annotated data.
Contrary to the various methods described in Table 1—such
as classication methods requiring a substantial amount of an-
notated data, or methods based on query similarity that require
pairwise similarity comparisons between the query text and the
input data—we propose a method that is more ecient and accurate,
and achieves high performance even with very small training sets.
3 DATA COLLECTION AND SEED
EXTRACTION
In this section, we introduce the data sources we use and our data
collection process (Section 3.1), explain how seed messages describ-
ing the events are extracted (Section 3.2), and describe the data
annotation process that is used to evaluate the quality of our results
(Section 3.2).
3.1 Data Collection
e topics we use in our examples correspond to large-scale events
that are covered widely by international media. Specically, we
focus on terrorist aacks: uses of violence to create fear, for ideolog-
ical purposes, and aimed at civilians or noncombatant targets [24].
We create a database of aacks by integrating information from
Wikipedia and from the Global Terrorism Database (GTD).
Wikipedia data.1 We crawled all aacks in 2014 and 2015, which
are available on 24 separate pages indexed by month, and contain
information on 650 events. is list applies the denition of vio-
lence from a non-state actor, without considering the restriction of
being against civilians. Hence, three authors of this paper manually
annotated the events to discard those perpetrated against combat-
ants or armies. e aack was added to the database when the
agreement between the annotators was 100%. A total of 592 events
were selected and are listed on Table 2, along with information on
the country and type of the aack as described on Wikipedia2.
Global Terrorism Database (GTD).3 GTD contains over 15K
records from the same period, including minor and major inci-
dents involving civilians. e GTD dataset was created to enhance
the initial descriptions we obtained from Wikipedia. We use GTD
and Wikipedia aack descriptions as the input queries.
Twitter data. We performed a rate-limited data collection from
Twier, collecting up to 5%4 of all microposts (tweets) posted during
2014 and 2015 using Twier’s Streaming API. e dataset resulted
in over 3TB of data, out of which 60M tweets were posted in English.
1hps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of terrorist incidents
2 Information from Wikipedia contains a variety of metadata, including the location and
date, a summary of the event, the number of casualties, and the suspected perpetrator.
3hps://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/
45 Twier accounts were requesting Twier Streaming API during the 2 years.
Topical Document Detection Approach Short Description
Retrospective Topic Detection
Feature engineering [5, 32, 35, 41] represent both the input stream messages or their clusters through a variety of features, e.g., term frequencies and
weights, topicality, skewness, timeliness, periodicity, keyword position, context etc. [26] further straties the topics into sub-events
based on four main features, contents, time, diusion degree and sensitivity. [2] shows that NLP-based lexicons work best for
specic topics. [21] estimates the importance of classied tweets for a particular topic represented as an event. [34] iteratively
selects phrases to track a particular topic and thus improves the extraction over time.
Content clustering [28] surveys various clustering techniques to identify topical events on the web. [16, 44] leverage co-occurring words to identify
topical events. [4, 40] rst cluster semantically close tweets and then extract event-specic features from the clusters. [25] describes
a production-ready system based on text similarity clustering and cluster burst detection for event detection. [12] clusters keywords
based on their spectral representation using Kullback-Leibler divergence. [11] uses LSH to make document clustering more ecient
and then inspects each bucket separately to identify the topic of the event. [10] uses LDA by leveraging the proximity of the tweets
as well as the source of the message to cluster the tweets.
Similarity-based ranking [18] compares various similarity metrics based on document vector representations and shows that averaging the embeddings in a
document leads to underestimating the similarity between documents. A beer measure of similarity is dened as Word Mover’s
Distance that is explored further in [17]. [43] explores various embedding estimations of the queries for a specic topic extraction.
[14] utilizes Web-click graphs to rank documents for a given query.
Unseen Topic Detection
Clustering, TFIDF, LDA [23] leverages TFIDF for document similarity to further lter and enhance event detection. Along similar lines, [17] shows that
TFIDF similarity metrics perform on par with expensive Word Model Distances thus allowing scalable and easy to implement
alternatives for initial document extraction. [31] proposes an accurate open domain event extraction pipeline that gathers named
entity, event phrase (CRF), date, and type (LinkLDA). [38] uses semantic analyses and ontologies to detect complex events with
a high precision. [30] proposes an ecient LSH-based heuristic to detect new events. [13] explores user proles and interests to
trace specic topics. [19] uses auxiliary word embeddings to model topic distributions in short texts. [33] relies on non-parametric
distributional clustering to infer topical infection of the users in information cascades. [29] uses LDA to infer a central topic model
that is further enhanced with a two-phrase random walk, thus allowing to accurately model even-specic topics.
Classication [3] handles event detection as a multi-task learning problem and proposes an optimization that utilizes the tweet contents and
categorical relations. [9] relies on non-parametric topic modeling within time epochs to track semantically consistent topics and
models event arrivals as a Poisson process with (non) bursty periods. [15] explores linear models with a rank constraint and a fast
loss approximation and shows that they perform on par with deep learning classiers.
Dataless Text Classication [20] learns to extract relevant documents based on a small seed of related keywords by exploiting explicit word co-occurrence
paerns between the seed words and regular words. Similar extraction techniques leveraging lexicon expansion are described
in [27]. [7, 22] analyze the extent to which query words can be used to represent a topic of interest for further extraction. [37]
shows how semantic representations of a query and a document allow to accurately measure the similarity between the two.
Table 1: Overview of the most prominent approaches and applications of topic tracking on social media.
Country Bombing Aack Shooting Raid Events Tweets
Iraq 84 2 0 0 90 811
Israel 3 55 9 13 84 1001
Nigeria 48 5 6 0 72 2408
Afghanistan 42 3 3 0 53 657
Pakistan 39 7 4 0 51 3189
Egypt 25 2 3 0 31 344
Yemen 19 2 0 0 22 175
Syria 21 0 0 0 21 483
Somalia 16 1 1 0 18 251
Cameroon 10 0 4 0 15 76
Table 2: Wikipedia dataset characteristics. We list the top
10 countries and the top 4 attack types as described on
Wikipedia. e column “Event” corresponds to the total
number of events for a country, while “Tweets” contains the
number ofmatchingmicroposts for each attack description.
We relied on the NLTK python library5 to detect the language. is
is the dataset over which we all extraction techniques are evaluated
in the following.
3.2 Seed extraction
Our method leverages a small set of seed microposts (training
dataset) that are later used to extract paerns to determine which
microposts should be selected. is training dataset is directly
5hp://www.nltk.org/
provided to the method described in Section 4. Since we have
at our disposal a database of aacks along with their description
(see above), we use this information to the seed microposts. As
shown in [18], TF.IDF-based similarity metrics perform on-par
with complex semantic similarities. us, to extract an initial set
of relevant microposts, we apply a TF.IDF-based algorithm. e
algorithm identies whether a micropost describe any of the aacks
in the database.
To set the similarity threshold θ between the event descriptions
and the microposts, we manually annotated (as described in the
Annotation paragraph below) a random sample of 300 tweets related
to some aack for various thresholds. As a result, we picked the
threshold to θ = 0.27 as this value yields the best precision (95%)
on our sample.
In total, we obtained 17’093 seed microposts related to terrorist
aacks. Table 3 shows some examples of aack descriptions and
the related microposts.
Data annotation We adopt a consistent process to annotate the
microposts and to determine the quality of our results (Section 5).
Specically, two authors of this paper manually annotated the
relevance of the microposts selected by the algorithm (or by any of
the baselines).
4 METHOD DESCRIPTION
is section describes the method we propose to lter relevant
microposts for a given query. Our method rst represents each
Terrorist aack description TF.IDF
similarity
Extracted tweet
A suicide bomber aacked a police academy in 5th police district, Kabul city, Kabul province, Afghanistan.
In addition to the suicide bomber, 25 people were killed and 25 others were wounded in the blast. e
Taliban claimed responsibility for the incident.
0.30 #KCA #VoteJKT48ID guardian: Taliban aack parliament
building in Kabul with suicide car bomber and RPGs
Assailants opened re on Dr. Waheedur Rehman in Dastagir area, Karachi city, Sindh province, Pakistan.
Rehman, a Karachi University professor, was killed in the aack. No group claimed responsibility for the
incident.
0.33 F.B Area Block-16 Me Firing Se Karachi University Shoba
Ablagh-e-Aama Ke Assistant Professor Syed Waheed Ur
Rehman S/O Syed Imam Janbahaq.
Assailants abducted seven Coptic Christian Egyptians from their residence near Benghazi city in Benghazi
district, Libya. e seven Egyptians were killed the same day. No group claimed responsibility for the
incident.
0.43 #IS in #Libya claims responsibility for abducting 21 Egyp-
tian #Christians,hp://t.co/32l8YCLL35 #Egypt #ISIS
Two suicide bombers opened re and then detonated inside a classroom at the Federal College of Education
in Kano city, Kano state, Nigeria. In addition to the two bombers, at least 15 people were killed and 34
others were injured in the blasts. Boko Haram claimed responsibility for the aack.
0.44 Boko Haram claims responsibility for Kano bomb blast,
share photo of the male suicide bomber: B…
A rocket landed inside a community and detonated in Sdot Negev regional council, Southern district, Israel.
ere were no reported casualties in the blast. No group claimed responsibility for the aack.
0.56 #BREAKING: A rocket from #Gaza hit Sdot Negev Re-
gional Council in southern #Israel. No damage, no injuries
Table 3: Examples of seed microposts related to the attacks.
input query by a seed set; it mines “topically homogeneous” pat-
terns from the seed set. e paerns are then placed into an index
which is used for ecient ltering, i.e., to select the microposts
that contain a paern and are hence relevant to the input query.
We give an overview of the whole method in Section 4.1. Next, we
describe the text similarity metric (Section 4.2) and paern extrac-
tion approach (Section 4.3). Finally, we compare this approach to
alternative clustering methods in Section 4.4.
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Figure 1: Pipeline overview
4.1 Overview
Figure 1 outlines the major steps of our approach, which combines
two key insights: (1) an appropriate distance metric can be lever-
aged to estimate their topical similarity between microposts, and
(2) we can take the best of two worlds by using paern extraction
techniques to combine both supervised and unsupervised learning.
Similarity metric adjustment. e only part of the process that
requires human supervision is the selection and the adjustment of
the distance metric between documents, which has to be performed
once per corpus – in the present case just once as there is a single
input corpus containing all microposts.
e metric adjustment assumes the following:
• all possible pairs of documents (microposts) existing in
the input corpus belong to one of the following classes:
identical (x ,yident), similar (x ,ysimilar), topically related
(x ,yrelated), or unrelated (x ,yun related);
• there exists a distance metric d that denes the following
order on the pairs of documents:
d (x ,yident) <d (x ,ysimilar), d (x ,ysimilar) < d (x ,yrelated),
d (x ,yrelated) < d (x ,yunrelated)
If those two assumptions hold, we can determine a thresholddrelated
that separates pairs of topically related documents from unrelated
pairs of documents. Fortunately, there is a large body of literature
on this topic and we do not need to invent a new text similarity met-
ric. e threshold value drelated can then be estimated empirically
on a validation set, for a target type of documents (in this paper,
microposts). Details on this step are provided next in Section 4.2.
Pattern mining. We extract frequent paerns (itemsets) from
the seed microposts and use them to lter the input to produce a
larger set of relevant microposts. Given that there might be many
such paerns potentially (with many paerns not representing
any relevant subset of microposts), we need to lter those paerns.
Towards that goal, we note that a relevant paern induces a topically
homogeneous set of microposts.
We call a paern topically homogeneous if all the microposts
that it matches are topically related to each other. To measure
topical homogeneity, we estimate the expected pairwise distance
between a pair of microposts selected by a paern by randomly
sampling pairs of microposts containing the paern. If the expected
distance is lower than a threshold value drelated estimated during
the similarity metric adjustment step, then the paern is considered
to be topically homogeneous.
Paern extraction has several benets compared to other ap-
proaches:
(1) Unlike most of supervised learning approaches, the perfor-
mance of our method (especially the precision) depends
less on the size of the seed. e resulting accuracy of text
selection is boosted by the eectiveness of the distance
metric and the selected thresholds.
(2) Compared to the instance-based machine learning meth-
ods (like k-NN), paern extraction is more exible and
ecient from a computational perspective. In general, for
every new document, k-NN would require computing the
distance between this document and all the seed docu-
ments, which in the most simple case yields a complexity
ofO ( |Docs | · | SeedDocs | ·AvgWordsPerDocument) (if we
are using distance metrics that only weigh word overlap
of the documents). With large training sets and an elab-
orate distance metric (like the one we are using in this
paper), k-NN rapidly becomes impractical. Another impor-
tant drawback of k-NN is the necessity of a proper set of
negative samples. In the context of topic extraction, one
needs to create a set of neighboring topics, which is oen a
very complex task. Our method on the other hand does not
require negative samples. e computational complexity
of paern extraction in general is NP-hard, though lim-
iting the length of the paerns and the textual features
dramatically limits the number of possible paerns that
can be extracted from the seed documents. With topically
homogeneous paerns, we reduce the number of elements
to take into account to a few thousands even for large
seeds. Every paern is a conjunction of a limited number
(maximum 5 in our case) of textual features. In that case,
checking whether a document contains at least one topical
paern can be done in sublinear time (in terms of the size
of the text) with proper indexing techniques.
(3) Extracted paerns are easy to interpret.
(4) e support values of the paerns can be used to rank the
documents with respect to their relevance to a topic.
4.2 Text similarity metric
Our method requires a metric for measuring text similarity (see
above). We picked Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) metric since [18]
shows that it performs best for short text semantic similarity. WMD
aempts to nd an optimal transformation between documents d
and d ′. e method is solving the following linear optimization
task with constraints:
WMD (d,d ′) =min
T ≥0
n∑
i
m∑
j
Ti jc (i, j ) subject to:
m∑
j
Ti j = 1/n, ∀i ∈ {1, ...,n} ,
n∑
i
Ti j = 1/m, ∀j ∈ {1, ...,m}
where:
• n,m are the number of words in documents d and d ′,
• Ti j is the weight of word i (WDM works with nBOW rep-
resentations of documents, so a word weight is equal to
1/|d |) from document d that is going to be transferred to
word j of document d ′, and
• c (i, j ) is the “traveling” cost between words di and d ′j .
In Kusner et al. [18], the traveling cost was selected to be equal
to the Euclidean distance between vector representations (in the
word2vec embedding space) of words. According to our experi-
ments, however, the Euclidean distance suers from the so called
“curse” of dimensionality for a high-dimensional vector space (over
100 dimensions) as most of the distances end up having similar val-
ues. On the other hand, the cosine similarity empirically yields less
skewed distance distributions. Hence, we rely on cosine similarity
in the following, and the distance metric between words for our
method becomes:
c (i, j ) = 1 − X (di )X (d ′j ) (1)
whereX (m) is the vector representation of wordm. For our method
we use the FastText [20] vector model with a dimensionality of 300.
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Figure 2: Relatedness of documents as function of their pair-
wise distance.
We now assess how WMD values can be leveraged to identify
related documents. To identify reliable threshold values for topical
similarity in the WMD space, i.e., to determine dident, dsimilar, and
drelated, we sample document pairs for every WMD value interval
from 0.1 to 1.2 with a step of 0.1. e sample sizes were equal to 100,
giving us 1’200 document pairs in total. For every WMD interval
sample, 2 authors of the paper checked the pairs and labeled them
as (1) copies, (2) semantically identical texts, (3) topically related
texts, or (4) dierent texts. e distribution is shown in Figure 2.
Based on those results, we selected a WMD value of drelated = 0.5
as threshold for topical similarity. A pair of documents with WMD
smaller than 0.5 6 has a probability of more than 90% to be topically
related (as it is close to 80% for WMD=0.5 and increases for lower
values of WMD).
6 Robustness tests of various WDM thresholds against short text ltering as presented in
Table 6. reshold of 0.4-0.45 results in low recall (about 1.5-2 times less than for 0.5).
reshold of 0.55-0.6 results in 1.5-2 times higher recall (this improvement reduces for
larger training sizes) and lower precision. In terms of F1, 0.5 precedes 0.6 for larger
number of training examples and vice versa for smaller number of training examples.
4.3 Pattern extraction
e problem of mining paerns (or associations) from item sets
was introduced in [1]. Paern extraction from text can be formally
introduced as follows: Let D = i1,i2, ..,im be a set of m distinct
aributes (we call these aributes markers in the context of this
paper). Each document in a corpus T has a unique identier T ID
and is associated with a set of markers (itemset). As such, it can be
represented as a tuple < T ID,i1,i2, ..,ik >. A set of markers with k
items is called a k-itemset. A subset of length k is called a k-subset.
An itemset is said to have a support s if at least s documents in T
contain the itemset. An association rule is an expression A ⇒ B,
where itemsets A,B ⊆ D. e conf idence of the association rule,
given as support (A ∪ B)/support (A), is the conditional probability
that a transaction contains B, given that it contains A.
Originally, the paern extraction task consists of two steps:
(1) mining frequent itemsets, and (2) forming implication rules
among the frequent itemsets. In our method we concentrate on the
extraction of topically homogeneous itemsets, i.e., paerns that are
present in documents that are topically related to each other.
To answer whether a set of documents containing the itemset is
topically related, we estimate the mean WMD value between the
documents by calculating the average WMD value for a sample of
documents pairs. If the resulting value is less than the threshold
value for WMD topical relatedness (drelated), then we consider the
set of documents as being topically related.
Pattern mining algorithm. Starting with the full dictionary of
markers present in the seed microposts, we use the ECLAT algo-
rithm [42] for paern mining. ECLAT is a scalable (due to initial
parallelization) depth-rst search family of paern mining algo-
rithms. e minimum support of an itemset is dened by a min-
imum sample size of document pairs that is required to reliably
estimate the mean of the pairwise distances between documents
that contain the paern. In our case, we chose this value to be
more than 40, so that assuming a normal distribution of pairwise
distances we will have enough pairs of documents to estimate the
mean distance.
To speed-up the process of paern extraction, we add two prun-
ing criteria. First, we stop growing topically homogeneous itemsets,
since all their supersets will be producing subclusters of the current
cluster of topically related documents. We also dene a maximum
paern length; in our experiments, we only use paerns composed
of at most 5 markers.
Types of attributes. For this paper we only use two type of at-
tributes - stemmed and lowercased words presented in the text, and
synsets (clusters of semantically similar words) that we describe
below. For stemming we use the Porter stemmer. We also remove
stop words, since their absence helps to signicantly reduce the
amount of irrelevant paerns.
Sets of related words (synsets). We leverage word embeddings
constructed as explained in Section 5.1 to construct sets of related
words from our Twier dataset. We call them “synsets” in the fol-
lowing, but note they are not necessarily synonyms of each other,
but closely related words. As shown by Schwartz et al. [36], skip-
gram models in combination with cosine similarity yield similarity
estimations on par with more complex state-of-the-art techniques.
Seed Synset
bomb bombing, bomber, explosives, detonated
shot shooting, shoot, shots
kill kidnap
nigeria kenya, ghana, uganda, benin
huge massive, enormous, tremendous
gas hydrocarbon, combustion, sulfur, methane
Table 4: Examples of extracted synsets.
Two authors of the paper manually evaluated several cosine similar-
ity thresholds ranging from 0.5 to 1.0. A threshold of 0.65 resulted
in the most coherent pairwise semantic word proximity. For the
30K most frequent words in the whole Twier dataset, we construct
the synsets greedily in a “snowball” fashion, i.e., for each word we
identify a set of most semantically similar words; each of those
words is then used in turn to nd semantically similar words, and
so on. Each word is added to the synset if it is similar to at least
30% of the words that are already there, reducing topic dri. Some
examples of synsets are shown in Table 4. On average, synsets have
3.6 terms, with a median of 3 terms.
4.4 Patterns vs Clustering: a case of coverage
One may ask whether frequent itemsets cover a signicant part
of topically-related documents, particularly when compared to
potentially higher-recall methods, such as clustering.
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Figure 3: Estimated part of topically-related document pairs
that can be covered by patterns
To examine this question, we sampled 200K document pairs that
were considered at least topically related (WMD value smaller than
0.5). en, for every pair we looked for itemsets that were included
in both documents and had a given support value. e distributions
of coverage (percentage of pairs covered by paerns with dened
parameters) as a function of minimum paern support and mean
of WMD are shown in Figure 3. We observe that at least 90% of the
sampled pairs can be covered with topical paerns with support
greater than 10, and approximately 75% of the pairs can be covered
with topical paerns with a support greater than 50. is means
that in the most pessimistic case, the selected support value of 40
guarantees that we cover at least 75− 80% of the documents related
to the topic.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate our approach, we compare it to several baselines (Sec-
tion 5.1) in terms of precision and relative recall (Section 5.2); results
are summarized in Section 5.3 and discussed in Section 5.4.
5.1 Baselines
We compare our methods against a number of state-of-the-art base-
lines that cover the main approaches for topical document extrac-
tion (Section 2). Specically, we implemented a Pointwise Mutual
Information (PMI) based lexicon expansion, and three methods
based on word embeddings: a semantic centroid classier, a Fast-
Text similarity ranking technique, and a proximity-based (kNN)
method.
ese baselines require training data; we use synthetically gener-
ated training examples which are nevertheless of high quality. e
training examples are obtained using the seed selection method de-
scribed in Section 3.2, which as discussed is more than 95% precise.
We vary the size of the training set available to each baseline Ntrain
from 1 to 10K randomly sampled positive examples. For methods
requiring negative examples, we select an equally-sized set of neg-
ative examples, which are sampled from all microposts that are
not in a seed dataset. e assumption here is that the presence of
tweets related to terrorist aacks in the general dataset of tweets is
negligibly small, so false negatives will be minimal. However, this
heuristic is not appropriate for k-NN, so we had to slightly modify
it, as explained below.
For the methods based on word embeddings, we trained a Fast-
Text skip-gram model [6] over the 60M English tweets described in
Section 3 with default parameters: vector size – 300, window size –
5, negative sampling, minimum words count – 10.
1. Corpus-based PMI. In this paper, we used the PMI-based term
scoring method described in Olteanu et al. [27] that measures the
dierence between the relatedness of a term t to (1) an event class
a and (2) a non-event class ¬a. is is dened as follows:
PMI (t ) = log2
p (t |a)
p (t |¬a) p (t |a) =
count(t ,a)
count(MARKERS ,a)
where p (t |a) and p (t |¬a) are the probabilities of t appearing in
event-related and not event-related microposts, respectively. MARKERS
can be any syntactic representation of a text; we use unigrams and
bigrams in this evaluation. e top ranked unigrams and bigrams
for all the events (terrorist aacks) are shown in Table 5.
2. Semantic centroid classication. As a second baseline, we
use a linear classier trained on the semantic representations of
the microposts, as described by Kenter and de Rijke [17]. Every
word in the training data is represented by a set of 300-dimensional
features that correspond to the embedding representation of each
word. We derive this feature vector by averaging each dimension
of the words in the sentence.
3. FastText-based similarity ranking. is approach enhances
the previous baseline by learning how to combine word embeddings
into a text representation as described by Joulin et al. [15]. us,
the resulting text representations are beer to distinguish topical
tweets. To nd similar tweets, each short text is sent through the
classication model so that task-specic embeddings are obtained.
en, the representations of the target tweets are compared (using
Un
ig
ra
m
s
bernardino gunmen bombers
haram kano militants
jerusalem garissa mandera
parenthood baghdad siege
copenhagen synagogue bombings
leytonstone blasts tunisia
Un
i-
an
d
bi
gr
am
s bernardino planned parenthood kano
san bernardino copenhagen garissa
haram in peshawar baghdad
boko haram leytonstone synagogue
jerusalem shooting in injured in
parenthood gunmen in nigeria
Table 5: Top features extracted by PMI using unigrams only
(top) or unigrams and bigrams (bottom). Results are ob-
tained taking the entire training data for all events (terrorist
attacks) as the positive class.
Synthetic training examples (baselines) or seeds (ours)
100 500 1,000 5,000 7,000 10,000
Extracted volume
PMI 1.7M 953K 473K 290K 140K 60K
Centroid 1.0M 429K 427K 196K 135K 115K
FastText 2.0M 664K 259K 97K 116K 101K
KNN 3.6K 13.4K 31.2K - - -
Ours - unigrams 6.2K 15.1K 33.5K 112.2K 149.8K 171.2K
Ours - synsets 5.0K 16.8K 26.1K 114.3K 143.4K 169.1K
Precision
PMI 0.005 0.005 0.01 0.020 0.050 0.100
Centroid 0.004 0.030 0.080 0.120 0.210 0.220
FastText 0.005 0.040 0.100 0.190 0.240 0.270
KNN 0.810 0.740 0.670 - - -
Ours - unigrams 0.880 0.760 0.690 0.570 0.540 0.460
Ours - synsets 0.880 0.770 0.690 0.560 0.550 0.460
Recall
PMI 0.409 0.601 0.621 0.623 0.627 0.629
Centroid 0.544 0.600 0.634 0.641 0.671 0.703
FastText 0.557 0.630 0.643 0.646 0.703 0.722
KNN 0.102 0.265 0.32 - - -
Ours - unigrams 0.090 0.269 0.348 0.682 0.745 0.787
Ours - synsets 0.130 0.283 0.384 0.701 0.775 0.797
F1 score
PMI 0.010 0.010 0.020 0.039 0.093 0.173
Centroid 0.008 0.057 0.142 0.202 0.320 0.335
FastText 0.010 0.075 0.173 0.294 0.358 0.393
KNN 0.181 0.390 0.433 - - -
Ours - unigrams 0.163 0.397 0.463 0.621 0.626 0.581
Ours - synsets 0.227 0.414 0.493 0.623 0.643 0.583
Table 6: Evaluation results for themicropost extraction task
of the four baseline methods against our method. e aver-
age size of a synset pattern was 204, 373, 465, 439, 451, 462
attributes for 100 - 10,000 training examples respectively.
cosine similarity) to the unlabelled ones. Several similarity thresh-
old are tested to select the nal results; a distance threshold of 1.1
radians results in the best accuracy.
4. k-NN-based onWMDmetric. We use the k-nearest neighbors
(k-NN) method described in [8]. e distance between each new,
unseen element to all training examples is computed using the
WMD metric as described in the previous sections.
k-NN requires negative samples in addition to the positive sam-
ples. Using as negative examples a sample of documents from the
main document corpus will not be helpful in this case. Taking
into account the abundance of possible topics in the microblogging
space, a small training sample of tweets not related to the target
topic cannot guarantee that a topic of a randomly picked document
will be present in the training dataset (as this probability will be
very small). So, for the majority of documents, all documents from
the training dataset are equally far and majority vote provides a
nearly random answer.
To avoid this problem and be able to use the k-NN approach (since
it is one of the very few methods that can be eective even with
small training samples) we modify it so that it can work without
negative training samples. e idea is to assign the positive class
to the documents that have at least K positive documents from the
training seed in their near proximity. We selected K to be equal to 3
(as lower numbers signicantly decrease precision) and the radius
to 0.5 WMD (according the result that we discussed in the previous
section).
5.2 Metrics and their estimation
We report standard information retrieval metrics: precision, recall
and F-measure. Precision was evaluated using 3 random samples
of 200 tweets each, which were labeled by the authors of this pa-
per with annotators agreement of 95%7, following the procedure
described in Section 3.2. Computation of recall is challenging since
human annotation of the full corpus of 60M tweets is beyond our re-
sources; thus, we rely on relative recall. Relative recall is computed
by taking the union of all microposts that are positively labeled
by all methods. We report recall as: RRmethod =
TPmethod∑
m∈all methods TPm ,
where RR stands for relative recall, and TPmethod is a true positive
rate for a given method. Finally, we report F-measure as follows:
Fmethod = 2∗P ∗RRP+RR .
5.3 Results
Results are summarized in Table 6. Our method performs beer
than the baselines in terms of both precision and recall when we
allow it to use 5’000 or more automatically selected seeds. Synset-
based variation of the aributes also performs beer than the base-
lines in terms of F-measure when we use 100 or more automatically
selected seeds. In addition, we compare the results of the micropost
extraction task using a less sophisticated approach for the synset
generation, e.g. when synsets are generated by using the top-10
most similar words for each of the 30K most frequent words in the
dataset. is experiment yields a reduction of 3% and 1% for recall
and precision respectively, compared to the results obtained using
synsets generated by our method (see textit“Ours - unigrams” and
“Our - synsets” in Table 6). e baselines perform worse in terms
of both precision and recall when the number of positively labeled
7Microposts describing an event from the past lead to the most annotation disagree-
ment, since those were not specically reecting an event that has recently happened.
We included such examples to the training set.
examples are over 5K; in principle this cannot be aributed to the
training set quality, as according to our tests it was 95% precise as
discussed in Section 3.2.
Our method, in contrast, loses recall on smaller input sizes but
wins precision depending on the number of automatically selected
seeds to be used, with the best values of F-measure obtained when
using around k = 5,000 − 7,000 automatically selected seeds. Over-
all, we observe that our method with any number of k ≥ 100
automatically selected seeds outperforms all baselines in terms
of F-measure, even in cases where they use 10,000 manually la-
beled items 8. Table 7 presents samples of paerns and associated
documents that are generated by our method.
5.4 Discussion
Our approach is most similar to the nearest neighbors approach
(kNN); indeed, the results of both approaches on small trainings
sets are comparable. However, our approach does not have the
limitations that kNN has:
• Unlike kNN, we do not require objects with negative class
labels. Collecting samples of tweets that are not related to
the topic is oen impractical, as the number of potential
topics to cover can be very large.
• Our method is more robust to large training samples (which
are potentially more noisy) and complex distance metrics.
Word Mover’s Distance has a computational complexity
O (w3loд(w )), wherew is the average length of a document.
Multiplied by the size of a training set |T | and the size of the
text corpus |D | makes it impractical for large collections.
In our case, we were not able to get results for training sets
larger than 1’000 documents for kNN, as the extraction
process on a cluster of 50 machines was still running aer
several days.
Empirically, topics are mixtures of sub-topics. Compared to
the baselines, our method shows stable performance across all seed
sizes. It is noticeably more selective, especially on smaller samples,
where the non-kNN methods perform quite poorly. With more
seeds, our methods still maintains a high precision and outperforms
the baselines in terms of recall. e level of precision is guaranteed
by the topical compactness of the extracted paerns, which is a key
element of our method. e increase in recall is also expected for
higher numbers of seed documents as it allows us to cover more
subtopics and consequently more relevant microposts.
One possible reason why the Centroid and FastText approaches
do not signicantly benet from growing seed sizes is that they
conceptually try to nd a clear center in the embedding space that is
supposedly the pivot of the topic. is is in contrast to an empirical
observation, which shows that each topic is typically a mixture of
numerous smaller subtopics that have lile overlap between each
other. For example, here are several tweets that were considered to
be related to terrorist aacks, but that do not have much in com-
mon:
(1) “Amnesty International Says Boko Haram Kills ousands in
8We have also performed a robustness test against noise in the training set (1%, 2%,
5%, 10% of noise). As a result, P and R were equivalent to the results presented in
Table 6 for any size of the training set. However, the number of the extracted paerns
on average were 20% lower.
Mean
WDM
Paern Support Micropost examples
0.436 aack,
claim,
SYNSET Egypt
99 “isis claims responsibility for tunisia aack that killed 13 people” “islamic state claims responsibility for tunisia aack
statement reuters” …
0.476 boko,
SYNSET aack
686 “boko haram gunmen aack nigeria villages kill 43publish date feb 13 2014 new vision #bokoharam” “ash buhari
explains legal basis for accepting suvs aer boko haram aacked him in kaduna in 2014” “boko haram gunmen aack
nigeria villages kill 43” …
0.375 boko,
bomber,
femal,
haram
41 “alleged boko haram suicide bombers dressed as females die in an accident in borno see photos” “see photos of the 13
year old female boko haram suicide bomber” “w today s news suspected boko haram female suicide bombers blow up
market in nigeria” “breaking boko haram aacks maiduguri again as female suicide bombers did this via”
0.474 bomber,
polic,
suicid
128 “turkey suicide bomber wounds 5 turkish police during r #trending #news #startups #howto #diy #android #howto
#apps” “muslim b tch blows up police dog heroic k9 diesel blown up by female suicide bomber in paris #mcgnews”
“french suicide bomber killed during raid was blonde woman yelling help me to police before she detonated bomb bb4sp”
“french honor diesel hero police dog blown up by suicide bomber during terrorists last stand #jesuischien” “is says dutch
suicide bomber struck iraq police #middleeast #politics” “police suicide bombers of 11 female target nigeria market”
0.345 aack,
govern-
ment,
militant,
somali
53 “al shabaab militants aack somali government building at least 5 dead mogadishu reuters a #breakingnews” “somali
militants raid government base at least eight people are killed in an aack by suspected al shabab mi” “world somali
police say 7 dead in aack on baidoa government hq mogadishu somalia suspected islamic militants”
0.399 aack,
blast,
kabul
87 “blast and gunre in kabul s diplomatic district second aack in a day ghting season ends in the baleeld begins in
kabul” “rt updated story deadly blast at kabul airport as taliban aacks surge” “aer blast in kabul taliban say they made
suicide aacks against guesthouse for foreigners” “rt aer blast in kabul taliban say they made suicide aacks against
guesthouse for foreigners” “updated story deadly blast at kabul airport as taliban aacks surge”
Table 7: Examples of patterns and associated documents generated by our approach. Mean WDM refers to mean pair-wise
WDM document distance. Pattern is presented as a combination of stemmed words and synsets.
Nigeria’s Baga Town …”; (2) “Palestinian Kidnapped Near #Jenin
#westbank”; (3) “ISIS releases internet video purportedly showing
American journalist Steven Sotlo’s beheading”; (4) “Twin suicide
bomb blast rocks northern #Cameroon village”; (5) “As usual ter-
rorist aacks take place in Sinai, while military will strike back
against university students and women in rest of #Egypt”
PMI adjusts to general words like “aack”, “terrorist”, “massacre”,
“killed”, etc., which explains the reason why it shows a relatively
high recall on training sets of dierent sizes. is also explains
the low precision values: that generality does not allow PMI to
discern terrorism from other topics related to casualties, deaths, or
violence.
Precision, in our approach, slightly degrades with larger training
sets. We aribute this to a growing number of outliers that are
included into training samples.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced a generic and exible framework for
semantic ltering of microposts. Our framework processes microp-
osts by combining two key features: semantic paern mining and
document similarity estimation based on the extracted paerns.
Compared to the baselines, our method shows stable perfor-
mance across all document seed sizes. It is noticeably more selec-
tive, especially on smaller samples, where the non-kNN methods
perform quite poorly. In particular, our approach leverages word
embeddings that are trained on event-specic microposts, thus
enhancing the event representation on particular Social Media plat-
forms. Our approach makes no use of external knowledge bases
(e.g., WordNet) nor of linguistic tools (parsers) that are computa-
tionally expensive. Our empirical results show that our algorithm
is ecient and can process high-velocity streams, such as the Twit-
ter stream, in real-time. We demonstrates its eciency on a large
corpus and showed that our topical extraction outperforms state-
of-the-art baselines.
Future Work. Our current method of topical paern extraction
uses two aributes that represent the documents: stemmed uni-
grams and synsets. ese aributes can be expanded with poten-
tially more expressive features like n-grams, entity types, etc., thus,
the method could adapt to ner topical nuances. To make our ap-
proach more ecient, we plan to optimize the paern extraction
process even further. e idea is to apply restrictive paern growing
techniques that prevent the emergence of multiple paerns based
on similar sets of documents. Finally, as embeddings are usually
highly dependant on the input, mixed embeddings (e.g., trained on
both Social Media content and Wikipedia) could be leveraged to
make our method more robust.
Data and code availability. Code and anonymized data is avail-
able at hps://github.com/toluolll/ShortTextFiltering
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